Nigeria

Available Payment Options in local currency (NGN):

- Bank transfer in NGN (see below)

Alternative Payment Options in other currencies:

- International Bank Transfer in EUR
- International Bank Transfer in GBP
- International Bank Transfer in USD

Hints and Tips:

Payments methods in NGN are processed by Flywire's local partner in Nigeria.

Local bank transfer in NGN:

Pay with Local bank transfer is the newest payment method launched by Flywire in Nigeria in August 2020. The focus is to allow students to make a local bank transfer to a virtual bank account set-up powered by our local partner. This payment method is viable for payments up to 10M NGN.

After the local transfer is done, Flywire will proceed with the FX and remittance of funds to the university by accessing the Parallel FX Rate Market. Although this method is much easier to use and does not require personal interaction with the local banks, these parallel rates may be inferior to those offered by the Central Bank.

If there is a need to proceed with a Refund, the funds will be sent back to the same bank account used to make the initial payment.
For the international bank transfer in GBP method, when filling out the Form A with the bank, provide the authorisation letter (first page of the payment instructions) which states authorisation for Flywire to collect funds on behalf of University of Warwick, and states that while Flywire is listed as the beneficiary of the account, the end beneficiary is the university.